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Home →Blog →Drills →73 Basketball Drills and Kids Games (2020 Update) 12 Are you looking for basketball exercises and games for kids and school teams? Well, you're in the right place! I often get emails from coaches looking for exercise because they either don't know what to use or their kids are tired of running the same exercises
over and over again in practice. It is important that all coaches use proven basketball exercises that will improve their players. Below I listed 27 exercises and games and described them in full, including how the exercises work, the goal, how to customize it, the instructions, variations and coaching points. You'll find 50 more basketball
exercises in the links under each section! Here's a handy little content table to go straight to the type of exercise you want. This is a great basketball exercise for players to practice shooting with perfect shape as well as for coaches to teach and properly form shooting. Setting up: Players form three lines a pair of feet from the basket. Use
both ends of the court if possible, so the kids get to take more shots. Every player has basketball. How it works: 1. Players then take it in turns shooting with the aim of whistling every shot through the net. Whistling is important because we are trying to teach children to shoot with enough arc on shot.2. Once the player has taken a shot, he
can either return to the end of the same line, or turn the lines clockwise or counterclockwise. Coaching Points: Players must keep their shooting form until a shot has been fired or missed. Coaches must view each player's shots from different angles. Different angles will show different points of technique. You can extend the shot distance,
but make sure it's not too far away. The purpose of this exercise is to shoot with the perfect shape around the basket.'21 cones is a variation of the drill '23 cones', which is an exercise I recommend for high school level and above. All players are in two teams, and every time a player gets into the frame, they get a cone for their team. Set
up: Place 21 cones on the baseline at one end of the court and then divide your players into two teams. Each team has only one basketball. How it works: Two teams of players shoot from their designated locations. When the shot is fired, the shooter is rewarded by being allowed to sprint to the other end of the court and get a cone for his
team. The team that finishes with most cones is the winner. Coaching points: Everyone should be shooting. Not just the best shooters on every team. If you don't have cones, you can use tennis balls or something like that. You can reduce or increase the number of cones. This is a great exercise for incorporating the feet into the shooting
drill that players will enjoy. Players perform jump stop getting a pass from the coach, turning around the square up to the basket, and and make various scoring moves. Setting up: Players all start on the baseline in two rows. There are two trainers/parents at the top of the key. One in front of each line. Every player has basketball. How it
works: Players will start the exercise by making the breasts pass to the trainer in front of them. Immediately after taking a chest pass, the player will explode on the free throw line where the coach will pass the ball back to them. After catching the basketball in the jump stop, the player must turn around using good technique and square up
to the basket before shooting or attacking the ring. The coach decides what goal they want the players to make. Coaching Points: Make sure every player jump stops correctly. You may have to run through this with the players before you run the exercise. Players should not lift from their low position when turning. Change whether your
team is attacking the rim or taking the jump stop. Keep it interesting. Chase down layups used to teach players to finish layups at full speed and with pressure. Since youth basketball is usually decided which team makes more layups, it's a basketball drill you should use often. Setting up: Exercise begins with two lines of players down
each end of the floor. One offensive line and one defensive line. One basketball starts in front of the offensive line at each end of the court. How it works: The coach starts the exercise, bringing the offensive player out of the baseline and giving them an edge over the quarterback who always starts at the baseline. It's up to the discretion of
the coach as far before the offensive player. We want an offensive player far enough ahead that they need to sprint while dribbling down the floor and then when they finish at the rim there is close defensive pressure behind them. When they are both set up, the coach shouts GO, and both players sprint to the other end of the floor. The
offensive player should try to finish at the rim and the defender should put pressure on the shot without a foul. The pair then passes the basketball to the next player in line at their current end of the floor. Coaching points: No fouls. You don't need a serious injury while starting this exercise. Switch to the floor so that the players are
dribbling and finishing with your left hand. Make sure players attack the ring at the right angle. Pressure is a simple and fun late practice game that works on shooting free throws while under pressure. Setting up: All players form one line on the free throw line. Exercise requires only one basketball. How it works: Players take it in turns
shooting free throws. When a player makes a free throw, the person behind them is under pressure. That means if they miss, they're out of the game. As soon as someone does the pressure continues until someone misses. Once they do it, there's no pressure until another shot Did. This continues until there is a winner. Coaching points:
Players are not allowed to bet each other. He will always end up in one of the kids upset. Players have to go through their full free throw routine on every shot. Make sure you join! This is a simple exercise to teach the basics of dribbling for new players. This is a good way to introduce new moves without suppressing them, and will help
improve the technique of movements players already know. Setting up: Each player has basketball and lines at a basic level. If you have more than 8 players, create two lines on the baseline instead of one. How it works: The coach will instruct players to use different dribbling movements to drip up half-court lines or full court. Tell them to
drip the movement you want to be accomplished first and then say: Go. Here are a few that I'd like to use: Right hand up, left hand back crossovers Behind the Back Through-The-Legs Dribble Low Dribbling Back Trainer Points: Players must keep their heads up at all times. Once they develop a good technique, focus on players repelling
with their outside foot when making a move. Write down dribbling moves so that you won't forget them. I always do! This exercise works on ball handling and protection to drip. All players are dribbled around in a small area and the goal is to knock the basketball of other players out of the area while keeping their own basketball alive.
Setting up: The first thing a coach has to do is determine the area players will be dribbling in. All players must have basketball. How it works: On the call of the coach, all players start dribbling and try to knock each other's basketball out of the playing area. As more and more players get out, the coach should pause the game and make the
play area smaller. This continues as long as you have a winner. Coaching points: If a player violates someone else, travels, or double drips, they are out. It's the coach's job to keep an eye on these things. Constantly remind players to keep their heads up. There is a special place for players who go out or you end up with kids all over the
world! As well as dribble by knockout, except players are not allowed to hit other players' basketball away. Instead, the purpose of the exercise is to navigate through and dodge all the other players using dribbling moves and being creative with a dribble. Setting up: All players have basketball and are in a small space determined by the
coach. How it works: On the coach's call, all players will start dribbling around each other in a small space in order to keep their dribble under control. This basketball exercise will improve ball because players have to react to other players and can't their actions. It also makes all players keep their heads up or they will work with someone!
Coaching Points: Don't let the players keep dripping in one direction, or it will be too easy. Keep reminding players to keep their heads down! Encourage players to use both hands. Not just their strong hand. Tiggy's Scarecrow is a fun drill that involves all the dribbling around trying to avoid two taggers. Players love this drill and it's great
for developing ball handling skills. Setting up: Each player starts with basketball and starts in half the court, except for two players who will be taggers. Taggers do not have basketball and preferably wear different colored singlets, so other players can identify them. How it works: Exercise begins when the coach calls out GO. Taggers then
do their best to tag each basketball dribble player. When dribbler is tagged, they should stand in a place where they have been tagged with their feet wide and keep the ball on top of their heads. They can be released by other dribblers by rolling the basketball through their feet. This game never has a winner if taggers happen to get
everything at the same time (it doesn't happen often). The labels switch every couple of minutes. Coaching points: Players cannot throw the ball between the legs of teammates, the ball must be rolled up. Dribblers are not allowed to travel, double dribble, or any other violation. If they do it, they go out. Change the number of tags and the
size of the game space depending on how many players you have. Like a scarecrow tiggy, except that all players start with basketball (even taggers) and when you're caught, you should sit on the side of the court. Setting up: The first thing a coach has to do is make a decision about the game. It will depend on the number of players you
have. Then select two players who will taggers and get everyone else to spread throughout the court. How it works: When the exercise starts, taggers attempt to tag as many dribblers as possible. When dribblers are tagged, they are now, and have to wait on the sideline for the rest of the players to be caught. This continues as long as
there is one dribbler left and they are the winner. Coaching points: If taggers are struggling to tag anyone, consider giving them the option to run around without dribble basketball. Change the size of the court and the number of tags depending on the number of players you have. If a dribbler commits a dribbling violation, they are
automatically out. Sharks and Minnows is one of my favorite games for youth practices. The goal of the game for minnows (dribblers) is to drip from the baseline to the baseline without getting tagged by sharks (tags). Setting up: Exercise starts with choosing one or sharks that will be taggers. Everyone else will start at the basic level and
basketball. Basketball. are minnows. How it works: On the call of the trainer, minnows should try to drip to another base level without getting flagged by a shark. If the shark makes tags them, they should stand in place, they have been tagged, place the basketball between the legs and now the scarecrow. If minnow comes within reach of
them, they can tag them to get them. The last player alive who has not been tagged is the winner. Coaching points: As always, if there is a dribbling violation minnow they are immediately out. The scarecrow should keep the ball between his legs at all times and stay on balance. This stops them moving too far and cheating. Implement a
time limit if players take too long to get from one side to the other. Passing a partner teaches the absolute basics of passing and allows your players to practice different types of passes and the right technique. A great exercise for children starting to learn the game of basketball. Setting up: Players get into pairs and must have one
basketball in between. Once the players are in pairs, they must stand on the line parallel from their partner. How it works: The coach will explain what type of pass they want to run, and then the players will pass back and fourth to each other. Every minute or so a coach can change the type of pass players perform or increase the distance
they have from each other if it is too easy. Coaching points: Make sure you mix what type of pass you want them to perform (bounce pass, chest pass, one-handed push-pass, ect). Don't let players be stupid and throw basketball too hard at your partner. It will end up with a nose of blood. Make sure all trainers teach the same passing
technique so that children don't get confused. This main purpose of this exercise is to teach the basics of the interval between players, as well as to teach decision-making on catch. When players are young, we all know that they constantly sprint to basketball. Keeping them immobile in this exercise, we show them that it is easier to keep
the ball away from the defense if we spread. Setting up: Choose one or two players to be quarterbacks and get the rest of your players to spread in a small area like the three-point line. The team will only need one basketball on offense. How it works: When the exercise starts, defenders will run around trying to steal basketball from the
offensive team. The goal of the defenders is to get deflected or steal. Offensive players must stay in the same space and pass the ball to each other, keeping the basketball away from the defenders. In a minute or two, change defenders. Coaching points: Allow defenders to sprint around wildly. They're going to have fun. Encourage the
attacking team to make quick decisions when they get basketball. that everyone gets a turn to go on offense. If that's not the case, join the game and pass them Basketball drill is a more advanced version of keeps from the game. He works on getting open, denying an offensive player, and making smart passes to limit turnovers. Setting
up: The first thing you need to do is divide the kids into two even teams. Preferably commands different colors so that they can distinguish each other during the drill. Exercise involves only one basketball. How it works: The first thing that happens is that all players have to match-up and stick with their individual opponent. The purpose of
the exercise is to move around to make a certain number of passes set by the coach without the opposition rejecting the basketball or getting a steal. No dribbling or shooting is allowed. The number of passes that need to be made should be between 5 and 20 depending on age and experience. Players are allowed to move around the
playing area wherever they want. If quarterbacks get to steal or divert basketball beyond, it becomes their ball and offense and defense switch roles. For each time a team successfully makes a certain number of assists, they get 1 point. Coaching Points: Encourage players to install screens for each other and use body fakes to open up.
Encourage the best players to play against each other and challenge each other. Distance is paramount. Don't let the players sprint into basketball. This is one of the best basketball exercises I know to improve passing and decision making. As the name suggests, it's a continuous 3 by 2. Having an extra player on offense means there's
always someone open as long as the offensive team stays in space from each other. Installation: Exercise starts with 3 offensive players in the middle of the court, 2 quarterbacks in each half of the court, and the rest of the players standing outside on the half-court line. Only one basketball is needed for this exercise. How it works: Three
offensive players attack two quarterbacks at one end of the court and will either score or defensive players will get basketball. Once the two defensive players get the basketball (either steal, rebound, or because the offensive team scored), they exit the next player in line at the halfway line who sprints to help propel the ball. Two
quarterbacks are now becoming an offensive team and they get an extra player from the sideline to give them 3 players. Now they are attacking towards the other end of Court 3 on the 2.As for three previous offensive players, two of them becoming the next defenders and one of them joins the end of the off-line. This process is repeated
over a period of time. Coaching Points: Make sure offensive players stay in space on the floor so they can get open looks. reasons why an offensive team should not take an open shot. If you want to make the exercise more advanced, don't let the players drip the basketball. It's a great exercise for working on nervous stops, stops, and in
passing. This will allow the coach to teach different kinds of rods and drill players love to do. Setting up: The trainer must first create a large square in the half-yard by placing four cones at four distances apart. There should also be another cone or D-man in the exact middle of the square. You can see where I recommend placing these
cones on the chart. Divide your team into four groups and send each group to the cone. The cones will be the starting point for each line. The man in front of each line has a basketball. How it works: The first thing a coach has to do is tell the players how they will pass (either right or left) and what turn they should use. When the coach
shouts to go, each player with basketball drips in the direction of the middle cone, performs a jump to stop a couple of feet, turns, and then moves on to the next line before joining the end of it. The next player in that catches basketball doesn't start until the coach is called out to go again. Coaching points: Each player must turn in one
direction so that two goals are not transferred to the same line. Make sure to change direction halfway through the drill. Use front and reverse turns to make sure players don't travel. Explain to the players that it is better to stop with a small jump. The higher they jump, the more off-balance they will be when they land. It is a simple but
effective drill that will improve and teach jump stops and turning. I used this basketball exercise with every youth team I coached. Setting up: Exercise begins with each player lining up along the base holding the basketball. If you have more than 10 players, I recommend creating two lines. How it works: Everyone starts at a basic level in a

triple threat position. The coach will guide the players to the court, urging to go and stop. On the move, players start dribbling at a comfortable pace to the opposite end of the court. When the coach says stop, players must immediately perform a jump stop. This continues until the players reach the other end of the court. Once your players
are comfortable with jump stops and perform them properly, you can make the exercise more advanced by adding turns. You can either say the twist and let them turn anyway. Or you can be specific and say right leg turning or left leg turning. Coaching points: Players should not jump too high on jump stops. Make sure players are in a
good position when they land after stopping the jump. The knees are bent and head up. When you add rods, make sure players don't lift their position when turning. This exercise focuses on the basics of the legs. This is a very quick and easy exercise to run. Your can get a lot of benefit from this, even if it only works for 5 minutes. Setting
up: Players get in 2 or more. I prefer 3 players in each group, if possible. Each group has one basketball and must start in a straight line behind the sideline or baseline. How it works: A player starting with basketball should start the exercise behind the line in a triple threat position. Their first action is to take two explosive drips out of the
line and then perform a controlled stop jump. After stopping the jump, the player turns 180 degrees until they collide with their group and makes a strong chest pass to the next person in the queue. They then jogs to the end of the line. The three main things coaches are looking at are:1. No travel at the explosion from dribble.2. Controlled
jump stop.3. Managed turn. This process continues for a period of time. Coaching points: A player receiving basketball must start from a low position and show the target hands. Players must explode with a dribble. Don't let them go at half-speed. Switch what turn players use. It can be forward or left, and with left or right foot. This is a fun
exercise to work on defensive feet. Exercise requires players to simulate their partner's movements, which is great for developing reactions when working on defensive legs. The only problem with this exercise is that only two people can go at once, so if you have a large group may be unsuitable. Setting up: Each starts by finding a
partner and standing in pairs at the base level. If you have another coach, it is better to use both ends of the court. For this example we'll use parallel key lines, but if you have two other parallel lines on your home court, you can use them too. How it works: The first couple goes out and sets themselves directly opposite each other on two
parallel key lines. The coach then assigns one of them an offensive player and the exercise begins immediately. The goal of a defensive player is to remain directly in line with the attacking player. An offensive player has to work hard to try to separate himself from being in line with the quarterback, gliding up and down the key line. After
15 seconds, the coach shouts the switch and the two players swap roles. After 30 seconds, they fall behind the baseline and receive two new players. Coaching points: Players must stay in a low defensive position with their hands out wide of the all-time drill. Encourage the offensive player to use head fakes and quick tempo changes to
throw the quarterback. Make sure you cover what is a good defensive position before starting this exercise. Defensive specialist is a continuous exercise that works on the various defensive movements players will make on defense, closeouts, defensive slips, back pedals, and sprints. Setting up: Since it's hard to explain where the cones
and traffic are written, I encourage you to take a look at associated with this exercise for a better understanding. You will need four D-men or cones for this exercise. All players start in a straight line on the baseline. How it works: All players line up on the baseline. Players follow this defensive course one by one. First move the sprint and
then close to the cone in front. The player then back pedals around the cone right behind them and then slides on the other side of the court. When the first defender slides past the line, it causes the next player in line to start the exercise. When the first defender slid around the cone on the other side of the court, they sprinted again to
close and then slide again to the opposite side of the court before returning to the end of the line. Depending on the number of players you have, run this exercise for 3 to 5 minutes. Coaching Points: Players must be sprinting and sliding 100% effort throughout the exercise. Keep closing for a second or two before moving on. Make sure
all defensive footwork is done well as this is a very important part of the drill. I love using one-on-one basketball exercises in practice to teach both defense and offense. Playing one-on-one, we force the defender on the ball to guard his yard. There is no help in defense. They are on their own and must stay ahead and challenge the shot.
Setting up: This exercise starts with two players on the free throw line or the top of the key depending on age and experience. The defense player starts with basketball. Other players are waiting behind them almost halfway. Use both ends of the basketball court if you have two coaches, so players get to play more often. How it works: To
start the exercise, the quarterback hands the basketball offensive player. By handing the basketball of the attacking player, he ensures that the defender challenges himself by starting close to the offensive player instead of standing with his back, playing lazy defense. The offensive player then has a maximum of 2 or 3 drips to attack the
ring and get a clear shot. Offensively, this exercise teaches players not to waste their dribble and teaches them how to attack a defender one-on-one. Defensively, players will learn to keep the offensive player in front of them and challenge every shot. Once made or missed, a new offensive player arrives, the previous offensive player
switches to defense, and the previous quarterback joins the end of the line. Coaching Points: Make sure you comply with Rule 2 or 3 drips maximum depending on which you decide. We don't want an attacking player to waste dripping and time. Encourage the defensive player to get up close and play tough defense. It doesn't matter if
they get beaten a couple of times while they're working on defense. Make sure players good footwork and good fakes. zig-zag slides slides Great exercise for beginner teams. The two most important things this exercise teaches is how to defensive slide properly, as well as how to drop a pitch by playing defense. Setting up: Exercise
starts with all players on the baseline at one of the corners. No player should have basketball. No player should have basketball. How it works: The first player will defensively slide from a corner to the high post and perform a 90-degree drop pitch so that they are now sliding back to the opposite side. This process of sliding from one side
to the other and falling step continues until the player reaches the opposite base level. They return to the opposite side of the court, using the same principles. Coaching Points: Teach all players how to slide defensively and drop a pitch at the beginning of the exercise. Make sure the players are in a low position and don't have their feet
straight. Players should never cross their legs! War is a great drill for incorporating fun shallow games into your practice. This is a series of small games between two teams that can be played both in full court and semi-court. It's always one of my favorite exercises no matter what level I'm coaching. Set up: Exercise is configured by
dividing your group into two commands and lining each half along opposite side lines. For example, let's say that each team has 12 players and 6 players. You give each individual player in each team a number from 1 to 6.The exercise requires one basketball and it always starts with the coach. How it works: Exercise starts with a coach
throwing basketball in the middle of the court and calling a few numbers between 1 and 6.If the coach wants to play games 3 to 3, they can call 1, 4, and 5! If that happens, numbers 1, 4 and 5 from both teams go out and play game 3 to 3 until the score comes. The coach can play games with any number of players from 1 to 1 to 6 on
6.Coaching Points: Try to match the best players against each other. Throw basketball in favor of one hand every time because you don't want players running into each other as they fight for basketball. Finish the exercise by calling everyone! Golden Child is another fun game that kids will end up asking you to let them play in every
practice. It involves splitting into two teams, shooting teams and dribbling teams, and then dribbling teams must run around the semi-court one by one while the shooters try to get them. Setting up: The first step is to divide your group into two equally even commands. A dribbling team should have basketball and they should be lining up at
one of the corners of the baseline. The film crew will have one or two basketballs and will be lined up around the free throw line or Depending on age and skill. How it works: Exercise starts with a coach calling to go! Go! calls both teams to start. For dribblers, the goal of the game is to make as many home runs as they can. A home run
when a dribbler makes it all the way around the outside of the court half and back to the line. The shooters should try to get them by making a shot. If the shot is made the shooters should cause a STOP and the current dribbler should freeze. The next dribbler can start immediately when it happens. If they make it home, they get one run
and can join the end of the line to run again. This continues until all the dribbling players are out and then the teams change roles. A team with a lot of runs at the end of the game wins. Coaching points: The shooting team players must bounce their own shot and pass it back to the next person in line. If your players are struggling to make
shots, consider splitting the shooting team into two and putting them on both elbows or even closer, so they have a better chance of scoring. The coach must choose a golden child or will be upset children! Elimination is a game I often run to complete the practice. The goal of the game is to make your shot before the man behind you
makes his shot. The first shot should always be from the free throw line, but after that can be from any point on the floor. Setting up: All players line up behind the free throw line. The first two players in the queue have basketball. How it works: Exercise begins with the first person in line taking a shot. If they do that, they quickly rebound
the ball and throw it to the next person in line. If they miss, they have to bounce the ball and score as quickly as possible. Once the first player is shot, the second player can start. If the player behind scores in front of the player in front, the player in front comes out. The exercise continues until there is one person left and they are crowned
the winner. Coaching points: The person in front should always shoot basketball first. Players can't intentionally miss a free throw shot from the back and lay the basketball in. Do kids love anything more than playing a real basketball game? I recommend playing small games for the benefits listed here. Depending on the number of players
you have, I believe 3 on 3 or 4 on 4 are the best small-sided games to use. Setting up: Use both halves of the court and create small games depending on the number of players you have. Tell each team that they must advance the ball to either half court or third court line if you have. Every game needs one basketball. How it works: Start
the game and let them play! Make adjustments and changes to the team when you need to, but I try not to interrupt too much. Let the players learn from their own mistakes from their own experience. Coaching Points: Small sides of the game are the best. Click here to find out why. Stop the game if you see a mistake 3 times in a row.
Consecutive. they allow children to experiment and learn as much as possible on their own. Prepare the importance of the interval. This exercise is an amazing way to end your practice on a high note. Every time I run this exercise, players end up leaving the practice with a smile on their face. All this is one long-range shot where, if it is
made, the shooter wins some kind of prize or award. Setting up: Depending on your team's age, choose the distance from the basket that is outside their comfortable shooting range, but close enough that kids can still throw/shoot basketball and there's a chance that it will go in. How it works: For this example, we'll say that the distance is
halfway through the line. Get all the players in one line halfway and each of them take one shot. Players who make a shot get the reward from the coach. It could be anything from a small prize to a warm-up leader next week. Coaching points: It's meant to be a fun drill to finish practice. Make sure you and your players have a good time!
Make sure there is a safe area under the ring so that no one will accidentally get into a missed shot attempt. The coach should take a shot too! I created a PDF version of this blog so you can print out all the exercises and take them into practice. So you'll always have access to them, even if you don't have the Internet. (I even included an
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